Finance transformation
The chief financial officer’s (CFO) agenda

Enterprises today face the risk of being left behind by more agile competitors, as
they face unprecedented disruption.
Now is the time to replace transactional processing and historical reporting with a finance function
that performs as a true business partner. This is an opportunity to build upon the strengths,
strategies and processes that will drive sustainable growth and profitability, thanks to data-driven
digitization.
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of CEOs are increasing digitization
of operations and creation of nextgen operating models

of CEOs are creating new
workforce models with human
workers, augmented by
automation and AI

Organizations are expecting more from their finance functions. KPMG can
help businesses achieve their transformation objectives. Our service
offerings include:
Finance operations

Finance reporting

Develop a finance vision strategy,
opportunity case and roadmap. Help
optimize core financial transactional
processes, service delivery models and
technology.

Assist in developing a repeatable, sustainable
close and reporting process for internal and
external reporting through effective use of
resources, streamlined processes and integrated
technology.

Finance planning
Find new ways to drive growth and maintain
costs, through business strategy and
performance planning and management
processes.

Cost optimization and budget
Remain resilient during turbulent times, with the
aim to reduce costs by resetting the cost base
and/or optimizing existing spend.
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The future of finance
Leading CFOs seek to turn disruption into opportunity. They leverage
technology to enable an agile, modern workforce that utilizes data and
analytics to deliver more intelligent business insights.
Strategy and value management
Preserve and create value through agile, effective allocation
of capital and resources

Finance
operations

Finance
reporting

Finance
planning

Target operating
model

Quality close

Enterprise
performance
management (EPM)

Lean finance
End-to-end process
excellence
Finanace digital
maturity
assessment

Automation of
financial statements
Chart of accounts
Better reporting
Digital accounting
manual

Business as usual is not an
option.The biggest
limitation is no longer
technology and what it can
do, but the imagination of
those who deploy it.

Cost
optimization
and budget
Cost optimization

Analytics for finance

Cost accounting,
budget, and planning

Development of
reporting packages

Cost reshaping and
process efficiencies
Budget preparation

Finance talent
management
Benchmarking

Why KPMG?
Our team offers an innovative, immersive experience session to help
you shape a plan that turns ideas into action.

A typical session includes:
― Our point of view on market trends, industry disruption, and
the future of finance
― A view of your finance function today and where it could be
tomorrow
― Discussion of attributes and practices specific to leading finance
functions
― A focus on areas of impact and value, and design of a narrative
that connects strategy to desired business outcomes

Where does this happen? KPMG has flexible
delivery options — virtually, anywhere, anytime.
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